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ISSUES SHARED ON SOCIAL MEDIA: 

 

Safety is not an act. You can't DO Safety, or you can't just ORDER Safety. Safety is not even a process 

by itself. It is an outcome - an outcome of several processes, inspection being just one of them, and not 

the most important one. 
 

In my view, Safety follows if we do certain things right. "SAFETY IS AN OUTCOME OF OTHER 

PROCESSES". I list out some here: 
 

1. Rules of Operations - They must be followed. No discretion and no work around. 
 

2. Rules of Maintenance - An asset MUST receive the requisite maintenance, more so if it is in the area of 

public transport. 
 

3. Machines and Equipment - The very best and in fine fettle all the time. 
 

4. Material - The best quality, whatever it takes. Limit number of vendors, audit the process of 

manufacture at manufacturers' end and of course, inspect the supplies well. Throw out poor and unethical 

vendors mercilessly. There is no place for democracy here. 
 

5. Inspection - Inspections should be graded. A SrDEN or a CTE can't be doing the same level of 

inspection as a PWI does. As one goes higher, one must develop a keen eye and look into systems more 

than what lies in one's sight. 
 

6. Periodical Review - Every periodical review, weekly or monthly, should lay a path for the next period. 
 

7. Material testing in accredited labs with bar coded test specimen. 

8. Technology upgrades to minimize human interventions. 

9. Technology upgrades for safety features like infrared cameras for fog/rain. 

10. Separate/dedicated agencies for non-safety activities like housekeeping/cleanliness etc. 

11. Periodic Efficiency Bar to weed out deadwood. 

12. Realistic/implementable scale of penalty for defaulters and out of turn promotions for deliverers. 
 

13. EN 50126 / IEC 62278: RAMS (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety) and how to 

control it...for rail system 

 

14. Upgradation or replacement and rehabilitation adhering to prescribed limits and using health 

monitoring tools 

 

15. Use IT and Reliability centred maintenance as prescribed in EN 52777 for rail system 

 

16. WHERE IS MOTIVATION FOR MAINTENANCE?  "PEOPLE do not fail, PROCESSES do.”  

       You can keep your staff confident and motivated if you: 

i. Show care and concern for staff engaged in maintenance and give them their due in time and offer      

required support 



ii. Make available requisite spares and consumables. 

iii. Fill the vacancies in time to prevent overloading. 

iv. Train them for maintenance practices, trouble shooting, new technology and working the gear. 

v. Provide relevant documents and literature for reference.  

vi. Communicate with them and give them conducive, safe and hygienic environment of working.  

vii. An occasional pat on the back for the good work done by the staff including reward and recognition. 

 

 

GENERAL KNOWN SOLUTIONS TO ALL ENGINEERS AWAITING IMPLEMENTATION: 

 

1. Dedicated corridor blocks of fixed durations of 3-4 hours on each route specified in working time table 
during which no train can run in the section without grant of permission by infrastructure 
department/DRM 
2. Time table for Running Goods train  
3. Elimination of unmanned LCs 
4. Faster completion of DFCCIL, doubling and other capacity enhancement works 
5. Wiping out the arrears in track renewals/replacement, deep screening, TFR, TBR, Turnout 
replacement works 
6. Availability of maintenance materials, machines and manpower in required quantities 
7. Avoiding recruiting over qualified staff for Group D and Group C categories 
8. Filling up of vacancies in artisans, JE and SE categories through RRBs expeditiously 
9. Avoiding shortcuts in works involving traffic blocks/ speed restrictions 
10. Separate safety fund creation for sanctioning of all pending/overdue renewals and other important 
safety works 
11. Increasing ETA for enabling undertaking safety works requiring imposition of speed restrictions at 
more locations simultaneously to wipe out arrears accumulated over the years 
12. Adopting better Rail/weld qualities and better/faster detection of flaws in rail/welds with more 
reliable technology adoption 
13. Stopping utilizing safety category staff and officials for other duties/drives/monitoring works like 
cleanliness drive, station and train inspections, night monitoring of trains, punctuality drive etc. 
14. Stop hiding/non reporting any failures to avoid questioning and fixing up of responsibility 
15. Over emphasis on punctuality and other peripheral activities rather than safety 
16. Separate SOD for suburban sections, separate schedule of inspection for suburban sections and 
roster working in suburban section for night working  
 

FEW INNOVATIVE IDEAS BEING TRIED ON CR: 
 

1. Use of “Screw Cap” to prevent corrosion of plate screws/rail screws 

 
Synopsis- Plate screws ( T-3912) are used for holding slide chair and bearing plates in switch 

portions. ( In 1:12 switch- about 210 nos  & in 1: 8 ½ Switch- about 122 nos.  are 
required.) 

  

Present 
problem 

During service, the head 
of the screw gets 
corroded very fast since 

 
 

 
  



open to atmosphere all 
the time and constantly 
subjected to effluents 
dropped from train toilet. 
The spanner does not 
hold the corroded head 
and then it becomes 
difficult to remove.  
Further corrosion takes 
place below rail head and 
then it brakes leaving 
screw portion inside 
sleeper and finally it 
becomes unserviceable, 
ineffective and leads to 
deficient fittings, which is 
not desirable.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

  

Present 
solution 
adopted- 

i)The broken piece of screw is removed by special welding procedure in which new 
ferrule is required to put in with suitable adhesive material and new plate screw is 
provided.  This work is mostly done by contractual agency and approximate cost per 
screw is ranging from Rs. 90 to 135 in various divisions. 

 ii)The costly sleeper is replaced prematurely just because plate screw is ineffective / 
broken in case above contractual agency is not available.  

   



System Improvement-  
Use of 
“Screw Cap” 

A special “Cap” of Anti-corrosive 
material is designed and 
manufactured to prevent  the head 
of plate screw from possible 
corrosion.  

  
  

Advantages- i) This cap protect the head of plate screw from corrosion. 
ii)Easy to adopt without any deviation in standard design of plate screw. 
iii)Economical  
iv)Considerable savings in revenue since premature sleeper replacement and removal of 
broken screw by welding technique will not be required.  

  

How to use- i)Apply a coat of black 
oil / grease on the head 
of plate screw. 
ii)Simply put & gently 
press the “Screw Cap” 
on plate screw head. 

  
 

  Before use After use 

Further 
maintenance 

i)Ensure overhauling and all plate screws once in six months by complete removing , 
cleaning and oiling. 
ii)Inter-change inner and outer plate screws while doing overhauling. 

  

Cost per 
piece 

Approximate Rs. 8 to 9 Rs. Per piece excluding taxes and transport 

 Cost per switch- 1 : 12 = Rs. 1680 to 1899/- 

                               1: 8 ½ =Rs.   976 to 1098/- 

   



2. Use of additional liner in elongated MCI for holding ERC in position - 

 
 During service lot of ERC’s are worked out due to corrosion of ERC and elongation caused in  

MCI of MBC sleepers.  It is easy to replace corroded ERC but replacement of elongated MCI is 
difficult and may require premature replacement of MBC sleeper.  The problem of elongated 
MCI is mostly faced in T/out sleepers.  
 
Falling of ERC in elongated MCI can be controlled by using a additional liner  may be caused 
as “inside liner” of required thickness, specially prepared from mild steel and in desired 
shape to fit in MCI.  It is made in varying thickness of 1.0 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.0 mm 
 
This helps in holding the ERC in position for longer period and also increases toe load.  It also 
hold  J-clips in position which frequently gets displayed since it exerts no toe load. 

 
 
 
 

 

 
  



 
 
 
 

 

 
( Without liner )  (With liner ) 

 

3. Standardisation of method of  MEASUREMENT OF LATERAL AND VERTICAL WEAR OF RAILS- 

IRPWM Stipulations- 

 Permissible limits of lateral wear of rail-Curves: 8mm (A&B), 10mm (C&D). 

Straight: 6mm (A&B), 8mm (C&D) 

Permissible limits of vertical wear of rail: 60 kg- 13mm, 52 kg 8 mm 

 

CURRENT METHOD & DRAWBACKS- 

1) Presently wear is measured by bending a lead strip along the profile of rail head. 

2) No standard gauge/device is available. 

3) The present method is cumbersome, time taking  and less accurate. 

4) it is subjective and involves possibility of substantial error 

FEATUREING NEW WEAR MEASURING GUAGE: 

1) It is made up of M.S. plate of 6mm thick and fitted with two digital vernier calipers. 

2) Rail profile starting from edge of underside of head to top of flange is taken as a reference profile for fixing the gauge for measurement purpose since it is almost non wearing portion. 

3) Steel plate is cut to match this reference profile by computer wire cutting. 



4) Vernier measuring lateral wear is fitted to measure the wear at 13mm below the rail top and vernier measuring vertical wear is pointing exactly centre of rail. 

5) Zero setting reference mark is engraved on steel plate. 

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT- 

1) Set zero reading of vernier by sliding needless of verniers matching with the zero reference mark. 

2) Hold the gauge butting against the underside of rail head. 

3) Slide the needless of verniers till it touches the rail. 

4) Reading on vernier digital display directly gives amount of wear in mm. (Both units of mm and inch are available. Set to mm ) 

5) Least countis 0.01mm 

MERITS:- 

1) With this gadget wear measurement is easy and faster. 

2) Higher degree of accuracy is achieved. 

3) Portable and easy to carry. 

4) Builds confidence in measurement. 

Limitations:- NIL 

RECOMMENDATIONS- 

1) With this gauge available, a frequency / schedule of measurement of lateral and vertical wear especially in curves can be standardized. 

2) It would be best to record wears in curves at every station along with versine measurement during inspection of curves.  

3) Performa of curve measurement can be suitably modified to have one more column of wear. 

4) The wear measuring gauge to be provided to all SSE/SE/JE(PW) for regular inspection.  

 

ADVANTAGE-  The regular measurement of wear in curves will help in knowing the rate of wear taking place and thereby in taking timely remedial action.  

  The regular measurement of wear in curves will help in knowing the rate of wear taking place and thereby in taking timely remedial action.  
 

 

 


